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Empirical Analysis of Rotation Invariance in 

Moment Coefficients 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

Moments can be viewed as powerful image descriptors that 

capture global characteristics of an image. The magnitude of 

the moment coefficients is said to be invariant under 

geometrical transformations like rotation which makes them 

suitable for most of the recognition applications. But in 

practice, the invariance of moment coefficients is 

compromised due to the errors in computation. This paper 

presents an empirical study of some popularly used moment 

functions to find out the robust coefficients under rotation. 

The selected robust coefficients are used in face recognition 

under in–plane rotation. Experimental results demonstrate that 

the performance of the proposed method comes at par with the 

performance of the traditional method by using lesser number 

of moment coefficients and thus results in significant saving 

in the feature extraction time. 

General Terms 

Feature extraction, Zernike moments, pseudo-Zernike 

moments, Face recognition. 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Moments being powerful descriptors, help in capturing 

various image features. Feature extraction through moment 

function refers to extracting scalar values from the images. 

Some of the popularly used moment functions include Zernike 

Moments (ZMs), pseudo-Zernike moments (PZMs), 

orthogonal Fourier-Mellin moments (OFMMs) and radial 

harmonic Fourier moments (RHFMs). The selection of an 

appropriate feature extraction function is required in most of 

the applications of image processing and computer vision. 

The various application areas include image analysis, pattern 

recognition, watermarking, edge detection, face recognition, 

content based image retrieval, character recognition and so on. 

The application of these moments in the varied fields is based 

on their general properties like rotation invariance, scale 

invariance, robustness against noise, reconstruction 

capabilities etc. Invariance of the moment functions under 

geometrical transformations like rotation and scaling is most 

desirable in the recognition applications.  

Hu [1] firstly introduced moment invariants using a linear 

combination of regular moments and were invariant under 

scaling, rotation and translation.  Teague [2] defined Zernike 

moments based on the orthogonal Zernike polynomials. 

Orthogonality of ZMs attributes to the minimum information 

redundancy. Other important properties include robustness 

against transformational noise and excellent reconstruction 

capabilities. Owing to these properties, the ZMs were applied 

in the fields of character recognition [3], watermarking [4, 5], 

image retrieval [6], texture retrieval [7], face recognition [8] 

and image reconstruction [9]. Pseudo-Zernike moments 

(PZMs) were given by Bhatia and Wolf [10]. The behavior is 

similar to ZM but they are computationally more expensive as 

the number of coefficients for a given maximum order is 

double the number of coefficients of ZMs. The immunity to 

noise is better for PZMs. PZMs have been used in face 

recognition [11], optical character recognition [12],content 

based image retrieval [13], image watermarking [14], palm 

print verification [15], audio watermarking [16] etc. Sheng 

and Shen [17] introduced orthogonal Fourier-Mellin moments 

(OFMMs). Being orthogonal these moments have minimum 

overlapping of information. Also they are invariant under 

rotation and are resilient to image noise. They produce a 

larger number of coefficients as compared to other moments 

for the same maximum order, thus is more suitable in case of 

small images. The application areas include pattern 

recognition [18], character recognition [19], edge location 

[20], face recognition [21], image reconstruction [22] and so 

on. The RHFMs were introduced by Ren et al [23].The 

important properties possessed by RHFM are magnitude 

invariance, robustness to image noise, orthogonality and 

reconstruction capability. They are computationally less 

expensive and numerically more stable as compared to the 

other moment functions. Thus are applied in the fields such as 

watermarking [24, 25], color image retrieval [26], character 

reconstruction [27], tumor cell recognition [28] etc. 

The magnitude invariance of the moments is crucial because 

the performance of the recognition applications depends on 

the behavior of the moments under deformations or 

transformations. The recognition is more accurate when the 

chosen feature extraction method is invariant to the 

transformations or deformations. The invariance property 

holds completely for the analog images but in the discrete 

domain because of the errors in computation, the property is 

not satisfied perfectly. Also the moments are computationally 

very expensive, thus feature extraction takes a considerable 

amount of time and the time taken is directly proportional to 

the number of coefficients being used for the application.  In 

this paper we give an empirical analysis of the moment 

coefficients under rotation to find out the orders which are 

robust i.e. which follow the invariance property to a better 

extent. The more robust or stable moment coefficients are 

expected to increase the efficiency when used in the various 

recognition applications. The applicability of these moments 

in the varied fields and their importance in accurate 

recognition has motivated us to perform the empirical analysis 

on moment coefficients and results of the empirical analysis 

are applied to face recognition problem. 
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives 

the mathematical description of the moment functions under 

consideration, Section 3 presents the traditional computational 

framework, Section 4 contains the empirical analysis of the 

moment coefficients under rotation, Section 5 gives the face 

recognition using empirical analysis and Section 6 provides 

the conclusion. 

2. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION 

OF MOMENTS  
The moment coefficients are defined in the continuous polar 

domain over a unit disk. For an image function f(x, y) of size 

N×N pixels the moment coefficient is given as: 

                    
                                                     

 

 

  

 

 

where 0  r  1 and 0 Ɵ   2  

 ‘p’ is the order , ‘q’ is the repetition, ‘λ’ is the normalization 

coefficient and     r, Ɵ   is the pixel intensity. We can find  

     
    

  ,   Ɵ=       
  

  
  from given (   ,  ) in the 

Cartesian domain. The basis function     
       is the complex 

conjugate of basis function of particular type of moment 

which consists of two parts namely the angular part and the 

radial part. 
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and  p q    which depends on ‘r’, decides the type o  

moment. 

2.1 Zernike moments(ZMs) 
The Zernike moment  p q  for a given image is defined in the 

continuous polar domain over a unit disk as: 

     
   

 
              

             
 

 

  

 

                             

where the order ‘p’ and repetition ‘q’ are subjected to the 

following conditions: 

p   0, 0   |q|  , p-|q|= even and Ɵ =        
 

 
  

The radial part of the  p q    varies with the type of the 

moment function and for Zernike moment the radial 

polynomial function is given as: 

    
       

                  

   
       

 
       

       
 

      
     

       
 

   

 

For a given maximum order p=     , the total number of ZM 

coefficients produced is: 

   
                

 
  

 

2.2 Pseudo-Zernike moments (PZMs) 
 The basis function p q   Ɵ  of PZM is defined as: 

 p q    )   p q
                                                                      

where the order ‘p’ and repetition ‘q’ are subjected to the 

conditions: p   0, 0   |q|   

The radial polynomial function PZMs differs from ZMs and is 

defined as: 

 p q
        

                    

                            
      

       
 

   

 

For         , the total number of PZM coefficients 

produced is (1 +     
2 

 

2.3 Orthogonal Fourier-Mellin moments 

(OFMMs) 
The OFMM coefficient for a two dimensional image f (r, Ɵ) 

in the polar domain is computed as: 

     
   

 
              

             
 

 

  

 

                            

Here order p 0 and repetition |q|   0. The radial function of 

OFMMs is expressed as: 

 p q
                

            

               

  

   

                          

                    

For        , the number of OFMM coefficients is      
              . 

 

2.4 Radial harmonic Fourier moments 

(RHFMs) 
The radial harmonic Fourier moments,  p q , of order p   0 

and repetition |q|   0 for a continuous image function, 

   r, Ɵ , in the polar domain are defined over a unit disk as 

follows: 

 p q=
 

  
     r, Ɵ     

    Ɵ       Ɵ
 

 

  

 

                               

               

The radial function of RHFMs is a sinusoidal function which 

is of the given form:   
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The number of RHFM coefficients generated for maximum 

order        is                  . 
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(a)                                            (b)    (c)    (d) 

    

(e)     (f)     (g)     (h) 

    

(i)                  (j)    (k)    (l) 

Figure 1: Twelve standard gray scale images used in the experiment (a) Barbara, (b) Bridge, (c) Cameraman, (d) Clock, (e) 

Fishing boat, (f) Gold hill, (g) House, (h) Jet plane, (i) Mandrill, (j) Peppers, (k) Pirate and (l) Tree.

3. TRADITIONAL COMPUTATIONAL 

FRAMEWORK 
The discrete image f(x, y) is usually given in Cartesian 

domain whereas the moment functions are defined in the 

continuous polar domain. Conversion of the image into polar 

domain is possible but it leads to violation of originality of the 

image and also introduces errors [29]. Thus the traditional 

method computes in the Cartesian domain using zeroth-order 

approximation given as: 

 p q=λ        

   

   

   

   

          
   Ɵ                                   

such that    x =  y  
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and the coordinates (      ) are defined as: 

   
      

 
        

      

 
                                          

where i, k =  , ,…..N-1    

Here D is the diameter of the circle and 

   
                                  

                                 
                                   

 

The mapping converts the square image into unit circular disk. 

The inscribed circular disk is contained in the square image 

and the outer circle contains the whole square image. The 

inscribed circle mapping has been used in our experiments.  

4. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF 

MOMENT COEFFICIENTS UNDER 

ROTATION 
The discretization of moment function using zeroth-order 

approximation and the mapping of square image into unit disk 

introduces errors in the computation. These discretization 

errors affect the magnitude invariance property of the 

moments under the various transformations. The quantitative 

variation in the magnitude of the coefficients under rotation 

transformation can be computed as [30]: 

   
 

  
  

          

          
    

  

   

                                                      

 

where   = ˚,5˚,  ˚…..,45˚ and          represents the value 

of moment at the angle    .  

The quantitative variation    is computed using Eq. (15) for 

the standard 256-level grayscale images of size 128 × 128 

shown in Fig. 1. The maximum order       is assumed to be 

10 for computing the various moment coefficients. Results 

from all the images are combined to find the Zernike moment 

coefficient which shows the highest quantitative variation and 

the least quantitative variation when subjected to rotation at 

multiple angles. Lesser quantitative variation indicates that the 

coefficient is more robust under rotation and vice versa.  

The experiments were per ormed in the Microso t’s  isual 

Studio 2008 under Windows 7 environment on a PC with 2.66 

GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM. 

The average variation of each Zernike moment coefficient 

under rotation transformation is shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2 

it is concluded that the variation is least for      and highest 
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for    . The range of the quantitative variation gradually 

increases with the increase in moment order, that is, variation 

is greater for higher order moment coefficients. The average 

variation of each PZM, OFMM and RHFM coefficient is 

shown in Fig (3), (4) and (5) respectively. 

 

Figure 2: Quantitative variation of each ZM coefficient 

under rotation 

 

Figure 3: Quantitative variation of each PZM coefficient 

under rotation 

Figure 4: Quantitative variation of each OFMM 

coefficient under rotation 

 

Figure 5: Quantitative variation of each RHFM coefficient 

under rotation 

It is observed that PZMs (Fig.3) and OFMMs (Fig.4) also 

follow an upward trend for quantitative variation as order of 

the moment increases. The behavior of RHFMs (Fig.5) is 

different from the rest of the moment functions as the 

repetition ‘ ’ o  the odd orders i.e.  or     ,    5  ,               
shows least variations. The summary of the coefficients with 

least and highest variation for each of the moment function is 

given in Table1. 

Table 1 Coefficients with least and highest variation under 

rotation 

Moment 

Function 

Coefficient with 

least variation 

Coefficient with 

highest variation 

ZM            

PZM             4 

OFMM            

RHFM         4 

 

It is also observed that some of the coefficients have 

exceptionally high quantitative variation for one or two 

images, while the variation is low for all the other images 

from Fig 1. For example    4   shows a high value of 

variation for Fig. 1 (g) and is low for all other images. 

Similarly,       computes a high value of variation for Fig. 

1(a) and is low for the rest of the images. Such observations 

suggest that the variation is partially dependent on the image 

under consideration. 

Another parameter that has been used is        which is a 

 unction o  θ (the angle o  rotation) and is computed as [30]: 

       
         

          
                                                                        

where θ =  ˚, 5˚,   ˚……45˚     

The parameter          is plotted against the angle of rotation 

for the coefficients with highest and least variation in order to 

compare the performances of the moments.  
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Figure 6:        for the coefficients with highest and least variation. 

From Fig.6 it is concluded that the ZM show lesser variation 

even in the worst case, i.e.      is more robust under rotation 

as compared to      4,       and    4 . Thus it can be said that 

for any given set of images ZM provides best rotation 

invariance which is closely followed by PZM. 

5. FACE RECOGNITION USING 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS  
Face recognition is required in a wide variety of applications 

such as criminal identification, office security systems, video 

surveillance, authentication etc. The main challenges linked to 

face recognition are the variations in pose, facial expressions 

and illumination. It is important to select an efficient feature 

extraction method which is invariant to the changes or 

deformations in order to achieve a high accuracy face 

recognition system. The existing face recognition techniques 

are broadly classified as global feature extraction and local 

feature extraction methods. The global feature extraction 

methods give a holistic view of the image. Consequently they 

are more resistant to image noise, variations in pose, 

expressions etc. The local extraction methods on the other 

hand depict the local features and structures like eyes, mouth 

and nose and are more sensitive to noise. The moment based 

methods which fall under the category of global extraction 

methods fulfill the requirement of being invariant to the 

deformations or transformations like rotation. The moments 

that have earlier been used for this application are wavelet 

moments [31], Zernike moments [8, 32, 33]and pseudo-

Zernike moments  [11, 33]. Out of these methods we have 

considered Zernike and pseudo-Zernike moments in our 

experiments. 

It is a well known fact that the lower order coefficients give 

the crude aspects of the image while the higher order 

coefficients are responsible for extracting the fine details. For 

an efficient recognition a well balanced combination of both 

is required. It is clear from the empirical analysis that all the 

coefficients are not equally robust when subjected to rotation 

transformation. So a careful selection of a set of coefficients 

which are more robust under transformations may improve the 

performance of recognition system. It is required to find an 

optimum number of coefficients which provide a good trade-

off between the recognition rate and the time required for 

feature extraction [34]. Detailed experimentation has been 

performed on the ORL database and the description of the 

database is given below: 

The Olivetti Research Laboratory (ORL) face database [35]-

The database has images of 40 subjects, each subject having 

10 image variations thus a total of 400 images. The images are 

of size 92 × 112 pixels with 256 gray levels. The images of 

each subject vary in pose, illumination, expression, position 

and scale. 

A subset of the ORL database has been used in our 

experiments. The images of first 20 subjects are considered. 

Half of the images i.e. the first 5 images of each subject are 

taken into the training set thus the training DB consists of 100 

images. Remaining images have been manipulated as follows 

to form the test DB: 

Rotation test DB- The last 5 images of each subject are 

resized to 128×128 pixels by adding canvas. Then the images 

are rotated at angles   ˚,   ˚, 5 ˚,   ˚ and   ˚.   sample 

image along with its rotated versions is given in Fig. 7. The 

rotated versions of the images are taken into rotation test set 

which makes the number of images in rotation test DB equal 

to 500.                     

       

     

 
Figure 7: Sample image of subject from the ORL database 

and the rotated versions of the sample image.
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As mentioned in the previous section, it is observed that the 

variations computed for the individual coefficients under the 

transformations are partly dependent upon the images used. 

Thus for efficient face recognition the empirical analysis is 

performed on the training DB. The average variation of each 

coefficient of Zernike and pseudo-Zernike moments under 

rotation are computed using Eq. (15) for the 100 images in the 

training DB. The coefficients are then arranged according to 

increasing variations to form a sorted list of coefficients. The 

coefficients in the beginning of the list are more robust and 

the robustness decreases towards the end of the list. The 

recognition rate is computed using an increasing percentage of 

moment coefficients from the sorted list, starting with usage 

of 10 percent coefficients up to 100 percent. The aim is to find 

optimum number of coefficients required for achieving 

desired recognition rate. The distance metric used for 

comparing the extracted features is Euclidean distance or L2- 

norm. 

The sorted list of Zernike moment coefficients under rotation 

is given as follows: 

                        4 4                                     5     

                        5  ,                5      4        5 5  4      

  4                             4     5           4               

 Similarly sorted list for pseudo-Zernike moment coefficients 

under rotation is given as follows: 

                                    5     4 4         5     4     

        4                                                        

                      4       4                         5     5  

     5                             5 5                            

  4             5     4   5 4                   5      4          

           4                 4                           5            

                             

The recognition performance of Zernike moments on the 

rotation test DB is shown in Fig. 8. The recognition rate 

increases sharply in the beginning as the percentage of 

coefficients used increases but after the usage of 60 percent of 

the coefficients the increase in the recognition rate is marginal 

that is, the inclusion of more coefficients does not make any 

significant change in the recognition rate. The recognition 

performance of pseudo-Zernike coefficients is shown in Fig. 

9. A similar pattern is observed where the recognition rate 

increases initially but after the inclusion of 60 percent of 

coefficients the recognition rate reaches saturation. The time 

required for feature extraction at different stages for Zernike 

and pseudo-Zernike moments are given in Table 2 and Table 

3 respectively. 

From the Fig.8 and Fig.9 we can conclude that around 60 

percent of coefficients of Zernike and pseudo-Zernike 

moment coefficients are sufficient for efficient face 

recognition under in-plane rotation. The percentage saving in 

time in this scenario is quiet considerable and will be even 

more significant when the size of the training and test DB is 

larger. The percentage saving in feature extraction time is 

approximately 25% in case of Zernike moment coefficients 

and for pseudo-Zernike moments it is around 31%.The 

comparison of the performance of the proposed and traditional 

method is given in Table 4. 

 

Figure 8: Recognition rate versus percentage of Zernike 

coefficients used for rotation DB 

Figure 9: Recognition rate versus percentage of pseudo-

Zernike coefficients used for rotation DB 

Table 2 Recognition rate for Zernike moment for rotation 

test DB 

Percentage 

of 

coefficients 

used 

Recognition 

rate (%) 

Feature 

extraction 

time(sec)for 

training DB 

Feature 

extraction 

time(sec)for 

test DB 

10 60.6 2.73 13.26 

20 73 3.13 15.15 

30 77.8 3.43 16.93 

40 87.4 3.88 18.99 

50 88.8 4.23 20.92 

60 89.2 4.76 23.49 

70 89.2 5.07 24.85 

80 89.8 5.49 27.30 

90 89.8 5.80 28.97 

100 89.6 6.29 31.39 
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Table 3 Recognition rate for pseudo-Zernike moment for 

rotation test DB 

Percentage 

of 

coefficients 

used 

Recognition 

rate (%) 

Feature 

extraction 

time(sec)for 

training DB 

Feature 

extraction 

time(sec)for 

test DB 

10 77.8 3.03 14.52 

20 86.2 3.59 17.38 

30 87 4.26 20.98 

40 88.6 4.84 24.27 

50 90.2 5.72 28.13 

60 91 6.32 31.54 

70 90.8 6.86 34.54 

80 90.8 7.65 38.56 

90 91 8.35 42.09 

100 90.4 9.05 45.89 

 
A slight drop in recognition rate is observed towards the end 

in Fig.8 and Fig.9. This can be termed as an anomalous 

behavior as it is expected that the recognition rate should 

increase with the increase in percentage of coefficients used 

for recognition. This behavior is due to the inclusion of more 

sensitive moment coefficients which are unstable under 

rotation transformation. The anomalous behavior is also 

attributed to the inaccuracy in computation of moment 

coefficients arising due to the geometrical error and numerical 

instability when computed using zeroth-order approximation. 

In future the use of more accurate and numerically stable 

methods for computation of moments can be used to 

overcome the anomalous behavior. 

Table 4 Comparison of performances of Proposed and 

Traditional Method 

Moment 
Comparison 

parameter 

 

Proposed 

method 

Traditional 

method 

Saving 

in time 

(%) 

ZM 

Feature 

extraction 

time(sec) 

 

28.25 37.68 

25 

Recognition 
rate (%) 

 

89.2 89.6 

PZM 

Feature 

extraction 

time(sec) 

 

37.86 54.94 

31 

Recognition 
rate (%) 

 

91 90.4 

6. CONCLUSION  
Moment functions have been extensively used for feature 

extraction from images. Owing to the magnitude invariance of 

these functions under geometrical transformations, they have 

been used in recognition problems. In this paper a comparison 

of various moment functions under rotation is given using an 

empirical analysis of each moment function. ZM and PZM 

were found to give best rotation invariance and were used for 

face recognition under in-plane rotation. Using the empirical 

analysis an optimum number of moment coefficients were 

selected. The recognition rate comes at par with that of the 

traditional method using lesser number of coefficients. As the 

moment coefficients are computationally expensive, the 

reduced number of coefficients results in a percentage saving 

in time of around 25% for ZMs and 31% for PZMs which is 

even more significant in the case of large databases. 
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